Introduction

There is now substantial evidence that health and health-care experiences vary along ethnic lines and that minority ethnic groups tend to be at risk of significant disadvantage across a range of indicators. The need to understand and tackle ethnic health inequalities has repeatedly been highlighted. Research into ethnicity and health raises ethical, theoretical and methodological issues and, as the volume of research in this area grows, so too do concerns regarding its scientific rigour and reporting, and its contribution to reducing inequalities. Guidance may be helpful in encouraging researchers to adopt standard practices in the design, conduct and reporting of research. However, past efforts at introducing such guidance have had limited impact on research practice, and the diversity of disciplinary perspectives on the key challenges and solutions may undermine attempts to derive and promote guiding principles.

Methods: A consensus building Delphi exercise—the first of its kind in this area of research practice—was undertaken with leading academics, practitioners and policymakers from a broad range of disciplinary backgrounds to assess whether consensus on key principles could be achieved.

Results: Ten key principles for conducting research on ethnicity and health emerged, covering: the aims of research in this field; how such research should be framed and focused; key design-related considerations; and the direction of future research. Despite some areas of dispute, participants were united by a common concern that the generation and application of research evidence should contribute to better health-care experiences and health outcomes for minority ethnic people. Conclusion: The principles provide a strong foundation to guide future ethnicity-related research and build a broader international consensus.
health; appropriate methodological approaches; and mechanisms for translating such research into policy and practice (Further details of the programme and presentations are available at: http://www.etr.leeds.ac.uk/newspage.htm). Potential workshop participants, including international participants and those with international research experience, were identified through professional networks and from responses to a general invitation sent to members of the JISCmail Minority Ethnic Health and Health Equity e-lists (JISCmail is an academic mailing service which supports over a million people from academic, policy and practice backgrounds within the UK and internationally to collaborate through specialist online groups. Further details of the professional and disciplinary backgrounds of workshop delegates is available at http://www.etr.leeds.ac.uk/document/dohworkshop/WorkshopParticipants.pdf). The key aim of the workshop was to attempt to achieve consensus on the most important principles underpinning research on ethnicity and health. A formal consensus-building technique, the Delphi exercise, was selected as the mechanism through which those invited to the workshop (who would comprise the Delphi Panel) might identify and agree on these key principles, as summarized in table 1.

In Round 1 of the Delphi exercise, all Panel members were invited to provide statements on the most important principles they felt should be applied to ethnicity and health research. These initial statements were emailed to the Delphi Panel coordinator (G.M.) to minimize any risk that peer group pressure might influence individual responses. The Panel coordinator then organized the statements under themed headings, disaggregated multi-faceted principles and ensured that there was no unnecessary duplication. This process was subsequently reviewed by a member of the Panel (A.S.) to ensure that no salient principles had been misinterpreted or lost.

In Round 2, all Delphi Panel members were asked to anonymously score each of the statements from Round 1 on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘1 = unimportant’ to ‘5 = very important’, with an opportunity to make additional free-text comments on each statement. Responses were collated and statements revised and reduced to 32 in response to the free-text comments received. These revised statements were then circulated to Panel members during Round 3 of the exercise. Individual Panel members received their original score for each statement along with an overview showing the percentage of Panel members who had scored the statement 4 or 5 (i.e. ‘important’ or ‘very important’). Where statements from the previous Round had been combined, original statement numbers and percentage scores were provided separately. Panel members were then invited, in light of this information, to provide a single score for each revised statement, allowing each Panel member to re-evaluate their position and take account of the controlled feedback from the Panel as a whole.

Consensus was defined as >80% of respondents ranking the statement as ‘4’ or ‘5’, the final selection and format of the consensus principles is based on the results of Round 3. At this stage, free-text comments were collated for each statement. These comments were used to provide explanations for any consensus, or lack thereof, on each specific statement. Finally, to highlight areas where differences in perspectives across different disciplines and professions appear to warrant further debate, free-text comments were combined with an analysis of numerical scores to explore similarities and differences between Panel members from different disciplinary and professional backgrounds.

### Results

Of the 38 potential workshop participants, 21 attended the workshop and a further 12 responded to an invitation to take part in the Delphi Panel, providing a total of 33 Panel members. Nine Panel members were from policy/practice backgrounds and 24 from research institutions (table 2). Researchers included specialists in quantitative and qualitative research, clinicians, social scientists, epidemiologists and statisticians. Panel members were roughly balanced in terms of gender and around a third were from minority ethnic backgrounds. A total of 17 Panel members (52%) responded to the Round 1 invitation, providing a total of 84 statements that were then reduced to 44 in Round 2 and 32 in Round 3 of the Delphi exercise. Almost all Round 1 participants had attended the workshop and this appears to have increased their confidence and willingness to actively contribute statements. Subsequent response rates were 91% (n = 30) for Round 2 and 94% (n = 31) for Round 3 (Figure 1). Scores for each of the 32 statements generated following Round 3 are presented in table 3, and the 10 statements for which consensus was reached are presented in table 4. These 10 principles are discussed in the context of feedback from Panel members, below.

### Importance and purpose

Regardless of disciplinary/professional background, there was a high level of agreement among Panel members that researchers in the field of health inequalities had a responsibility to address ethnicity within their research (90% of respondents ranking Principle 1 as ‘important’ or ‘very important’). An even higher level of agreement was reached on the need to ensure that inclusivity did not replicate discriminatory processes, but aimed instead to improve the condition of populations experiencing disadvantage (93%—Principle 2). Free-text feedback emphasized the multi-dimensional nature of ethnicity and highlighted the importance of identifying underlying causal processes linking particular ethnic identities to health outcomes. Researchers were seen as having an important role in ensuring that discriminatory processes were avoided, and that research both modelled and promoted the social change necessary to reduce disadvantage.

### Framing and focus of research

The consensus principles also reflected a concern that researchers should be transparent about the concepts, theories and assumptions that underpin their work (90%—Principle 3). Transparency was sought to overcome disciplinary divides and require researchers to think more clearly about the taken-for-granted assumptions that may underpin their work (and result in stereotyping or stigmatizing the populations involved).

The highest level of agreement (97%—Principle 4) was achieved on the need to recognize diversity within ethnic group categories. This was driven by a concern that ethnic identities are often presented as fixed and homogenous, and that researchers should recognize and explicitly examine the various social factors that might explain associations between ethnicity and health outcomes.

### Table 1 Main steps in undertaking the Delphi exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Experts contribute their ideas and these are summarized and circulated amongst the panel, typically in the form of a questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Panel members individually rank their level of agreement with each statement and individual responses are summarized and circulated to the panel with a repeat questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Panel members revise their opinions in the light of findings from the previous round; results are again summarized and fed back to the panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reaching agreement: Three rounds are usually sufficient to allow an acceptable degree of agreement to emerge amongst most panel members but, if not, a final fourth round can be conducted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
including socio-economic position, language, religious identity, experiences of discrimination, migration history and cultural preferences and behaviours.

There was a high degree of consensus on the need to involve people from minority ethnic communities in the research process and support them to define appropriate participatory practices for themselves (90%—Principle 5). The strong support for this principle arose from recognition of the power imbalances in research relationships. Participatory approaches that could empower people from these populations, both to define research questions and suggest solutions to be evaluated, were considered important to making studies meaningful and effective for tackling inequalities.

**Data collection and analysis**

The most contentious area for developing consensus related to data collection, where conflicting principles were in evidence about the kinds of data that should be gathered (table 3). Nonetheless, a high level of agreement was reached on the need for ethnic categories and labels to be meaningful in terms of the specific research questions explored (87%—Principle 6). Feedback indicated that researchers should recognize that ethnic categories are neither natural nor neutral and should not be employed without reflection on their meaning and utility. In particular, there was agreement that while ethnic categories such as those used in UK censuses\(^2\) are useful for exposing disadvantage (80%—Principle 7), they offer limited insight into the causes of disadvantage and there is a need to develop additional categories and measures that might be more helpful in explaining inequalities and identifying suitable interventions.

However, there remained inter-disciplinary differences of opinion as to how this might be achieved, with panel members from clinical or health service backgrounds favouring more prescriptive statements. Almost all practitioners/policymakers and researchers with clinical backgrounds advocated the collection of a number of additional measures (including nationality, language, religious affiliation and experience of discrimination). Consensus was not reached on this approach (60% agreement—table 3, Statement 20 and see table 5) and feedback revealed disagreement about the burden of data collection and the risk that researchers might infer causal relationships between such measures and disadvantage without first seeking evidence of causality.

A statement on sampling criteria also failed to achieve consensus (67% agreement—table 3, Statement 20). This was partly due to concerns across professions and disciplines that stringent principles on sample sizes and sampling schemes (particularly in terms of minimum sampling thresholds) could provide an excuse for not including minority ethnic communities in research. While some Panel members emphasized the importance of raising issues affecting people from minority ethnic communities in whatever way possible, others were concerned that findings based on inadequate data could serve to reinforce unhelpful stereotypes and discriminatory practices.

Nonetheless, a high level of consensus was reached on the need to account for social context in explaining research findings (90%—Principle 8). Comments highlighted the importance of structural factors in explaining health inequalities and the risk that analyses that focused solely on behaviour or genetics might replicate social relations that blamed minority ethnic groups for the health disadvantages they experience. Consensus was, however, not achieved on the need to focus specifically on racial discrimination in ethnicity and health research (57%—table 3, Statement 28). While most researchers, including those with clinical backgrounds, agreed with this statement, almost all health service practitioners and policymakers scored it ≤3. Free-text feedback suggested that these and other Panel members who disagreed with the statement considered racial discrimination difficult to determine and only one of a range of factors that led to disadvantage.

**Future priorities**

There was a shared concern that researchers needed to move on from increasingly sophisticated descriptions of ethnic inequalities in health and focus instead on how such inequalities might be reduced, by identifying effective interventions and defining best practice (83%—Principle 9). While Panel members across professional and disciplinary boundaries felt that a focus on establishing the cost-effectiveness of interventions was also appropriate, consensus was not achieved on this approach as a principle (67%—table 3, Statement 12). Those who disagreed argued that a pre-occupation with developing ‘business cases’ for interventions might obscure the social justice arguments for reducing ethnic health inequalities.

Finally, there was consensus on the importance of developing better models for involving minority ethnic communities in research (83%—Principle 10). Participatory models that
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Table 3 Summary of final (Round 3) scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus statements are indicated in bold font</th>
<th>Number of scored responses</th>
<th>Mean score</th>
<th>Number &gt;4 of total responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Importance and purpose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The purpose of research on ethnicity and health should be for the well-being and betterment of populations being studied.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ethnicity is significantly correlated with disadvantage and ill-health and researchers in the field of health inequalities have both a professional and ethical responsibility to incorporate evidence on ethnicity into their work and recommendations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Equity should be the guiding ethical principle for ethnic health research; researchers must be alert to the dangers of discriminatory thinking and behaviour and guard against actual and potential harm</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A better understanding of similarities and differences between ethnic groups can potentially improve the health of the entire population.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing and focus of research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. There is a need to examine diversity within ethnic groups and avoid homogenization. For example, age, gender, religion, education, socio-economic position, geography or periodicity of migration will all impact on the generation of ethnic health inequalities. Investigation of ethnic health inequalities should pay due regard to the ways in which ethnicity intersects with other forms of difference in order to understand how and why it may be relevant.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. It is important to be explicit about the assumptions and theories that underlie research on ethnic health inequalities</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. There is a need to improve the participation of minority ethnic communities in all stages of the research process. Appropriate participation should be defined by these communities then promoted by researchers and statutory agencies and resourced by funding bodies.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Where quantitative data are lacking, such as in the case of asylum seekers and refugees, qualitative studies are an important means of generating knowledge</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. All research involving minority ethnic communities should use (and publish) validation techniques to ensure that research tools, especially those developed as diagnostic or quality of life measures, operate similarly across participants regardless of ethnic/linguistic background.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Research must engage more effectively with the inter-related issues of migration, ethnicity and religion, as separate and interconnected social factors that impact on health inequalities</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The role of racism in perpetuating ethnic health inequalities should be taken as given and more energy devoted to exploring its forms and the means by which it can be addressed.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. There is a need to establish the cost-effectiveness of interventions while not neglecting other principles of ethnic health research.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Single-discipline and inter-disciplinary research along with overarching reviews of evidence are needed to improve the evidence base for reducing ethnic health inequalities.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Researcher-led models for developing research should be integrated with those led by service users</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Methodologies for ethnic health research will vary across disciplines and inter-disciplinary approaches should be flexible enough to recognize differences</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. The use of ethnic categories and labels should be meaningful in relation to the particular experiences and outcomes being explored</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Census categories are useful for exposing disadvantage but additional measures may be needed to explore the processes through which disadvantage is created</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Ethnic monitoring records should wherever possible include use of self-assigned Census categories. This would enable researchers to draw on data that is consistent at a national level.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Where possible, researchers should draw on terms and categories that are understood and agreed within the existing literature on ethnicity and health</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Research samples should be appropriate for the aim of the research:</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Table 3 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus statements are indicated in bold font</th>
<th>Number of scored responses</th>
<th>Mean score</th>
<th>Number &gt;4</th>
<th>&gt;4 of total responses (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Analysis of health inequalities should pay attention to the social context in which ethnic differences in health outcomes are measured and health behaviours occur.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Research on ethnicity and health should always make clear how the relationship between ethnicity and health outcomes is being framed, for example, is a causal relationship suggested and if so, is the cause linked to behaviour or genetics?</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Researchers should seek to determine the impact of racial discrimination on the health of people from minority ethnic groups. This is potentially very important in understanding the relationships between ethnicity and health.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future directions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 There is a need to focus on intervention studies that help identify effective ways of reducing inequalities.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 More research is needed on appropriate models for involving minority ethnic communities in research. For example, models for community capacity building, empowerment, representativeness and continuity of engagement</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 The research community for ethnicity and health needs to target a diverse community of practice and establish the next generation of researchers in this field</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 International collaborations exploring the feasibility of ethnic monitoring/data collection (and collection on some of the other equality dimensions protected by law in the UK) are helpful for the development of research on ethnic health inequalities and for comparative studies.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 The Leeds Consensus Principles for research on ethnicity and health

**Importance and purpose**

1. Ethnicity is often associated with disadvantage and ill-health. Researchers consequently have both a professional and ethical responsibility to incorporate evidence on ethnicity into their work and recommendations.

2. The purpose of research on ethnicity and health should be for the well-being and betterment of populations being studied and equity should be the guiding ethical principle. Researchers must be alert to the dangers of discriminatory thinking and behaviour and guard against actual and potential harm resulting from their research.

**Framing and focus.**

3. It is important to be explicit about the assumptions and theories that underlie research on ethnicity and health.

4. There is a need for research to, where appropriate, examine diversity within ethnic groups and avoid homogenization. For example, age, gender, religion, education, socio-economic position, geography or time of migration may all impact on the generation of ethnic health inequalities. Investigation of ethnic health inequalities should pay due regard to the ways in which ethnicity intersects with other forms of difference in order to understand how and why it may be relevant.

5. There is a need to improve the participation of minority ethnic communities in all stages of the research process. Appropriate participation should be defined by these communities, then promoted by researchers and statutory agencies and resourced by funding bodies.

**Data collection and analysis**

6. The use of ethnic categories and labels should be meaningful in relation to the particular experiences and outcomes being explored.

7. Census categories are often useful for exposing disadvantage, but additional measures may be needed to explore the processes through which disadvantage is created.

8. Analysis of health inequalities should pay attention to the social context in which ethnic differences in health outcomes are measured and health behaviours occur.

**Future priorities**

9. There is a need to focus on intervention studies that help identify effective ways of reducing inequalities.

10. More research is needed on appropriate models for involving minority ethnic communities throughout the research process. For example, models for community capacity building, empowerment, representativeness and continuity of engagement.

Table 5 Inter-disciplinary/inter-professional diversity in responses to Statement 22 (Data that would be useful for research)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Academic researchers</th>
<th>Researchers with clinical backgrounds</th>
<th>Health Service Practitioners/Managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score 4 or 5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scores 0–3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Consensus and disagreement

Despite differing disciplinary perspectives across Delphi Panel members, it was possible to arrive at consensus on a number of key principles for ethnicity and health research. The 10 Leeds Consensus Principles encompass many of the key generic dimensions of research and should provide sufficient direction to inform decisions by those commissioning, undertaking and publishing ethnicity-related studies.

Areas in which consensus was not achieved relate most notably to specific aspects of research design and data generation, and reflect the disciplinary diversity of Panel members. This appears to reflect a lack of shared understanding on methodological details, such as how more ‘meaningful’ data categories and measures might best be developed to improve causal understanding or the targeting of empowered and developed capacity within disadvantaged communities were strongly supported by Panel members, whereas models integrating researcher-led and user-led approaches received substantially less support (60%—table 3, Statement 14).
interventions. Panel members acknowledged that study design and data collection decisions are shaped by disciplinary paradigms and the practical constraints within which researchers work. Broad principles might therefore be preferable to tight prescriptions that are potentially counter-productive if they alienate researchers and dissuade them from actively reflecting on research practice. 29 Thus, while the Leeds Consensus Principles do not provide specific guidance on research design, they do encourage researchers across all disciplines to be explicit, transparent, reflective and critical about the methodological choices they make (Principle 3).

Disagreement about whether research should specifically explore the relationship between racial discrimination and health warrants further debate, since objections conflict with a growing body of literature suggesting a central role for racism in producing ethnic health inequalities. 33

Building on previous guidance

The Leeds Consensus Principles show continuity with earlier guidance generated by and for the research community. Smart et al.’s 26 review of editorials from biomedical journals 27 notes the trend over time away from prescriptive standardization towards more generic guidance. Other areas of continuity include: the recognition that research may perpetuate negative stereotypes of minority ethnic people; 23,24 the multidimensional nature of ethnicity and its link with socio-economic disadvantage; the internal diversity of ethnic groups; and the need to collect information on dimensions other than fixed, statutory ethnic categories. 75

The Leeds Consensus Principles also extend beyond previous guidance to highlight the need to focus on intervention studies investigating how ethnic health inequalities might be reduced. Furthermore, the Principles emphasize the importance of involving members of minority ethnic communities in the research process. Although this has been highlighted previously, 23,24 it has been presented as an ‘ethical’ consideration, rather than guidance on scientific rigour. Involving members of minority ethnic communities in decisions about the kind of data that should be collected could, for example, challenge researchers’ ideas about the value or risk of collecting certain types of data and contribute to resolving the conflicting approaches currently in operation. Principle 10 thereby responds to recent commentary on the urgent need for more empirical work on different ways to effectively engage minority ethnic communities in research. 16,36

Finally, Principle 1 argues that health researchers have an overriding professional and ethical responsibility to incorporate attention to ethnicity within their work. In this respect, the principles move beyond guidance for those who are already engaged in ethnicity and health research, to the wider community of health researchers who might not normally consider ethnicity. Given the sustained policy and research interest in health inequalities yet disappointing attention to ethnicity within these international agendas, 75 Principle 1 is clearly of paramount importance.

Strengths and limitations

The Delphi exercise presented here successfully elicited the views of a substantial number of researchers, policymakers and practitioners from a range of disciplinary backgrounds, each with substantial experience in ethnicity and health research. Although Panel members were not randomly selected, the commonalities between our findings and guidelines developed elsewhere 24,25 suggest that the consensus achieved is likely to be more widely identified. Nonetheless, in light of the variations between health-care systems and ethnic populations in different national contexts, there is scope for this exercise to be replicated with a broader range of participants from outside the UK. That said, the broad nature of the principles established should provide a firm foundation for exploring whether further consensus, particularly across European contexts, is possible.

Finally, these consensus statements did not identify ways in which such guidance might translate into improvements in health-care policy and practice, beyond the provision of more pertinent, robust and intervention-focused research. There may therefore be benefit in adopting a similar Delphi method to explore consensus on the effective translation of such research evidence into health-care policies and practice.

Conclusions

There is ongoing concern that health research is not serving the interests of minority ethnic communities as well as it should. The Leeds Consensus Principles are intended to encourage researchers to consider how much their work might better contribute to improving the health of minority ethnic communities. These principles complement recent European-level policy statements on the principles and values informing research, policy and practice on migrant and ethnic health. 38,39 They also engage with debates in the USA about the (inappropriate) use of ethnic health research in policy development. 40 Given the perceived challenges of incorporating attention to ethnicity within health research, and the need to develop shared perspectives internationally and between disciplines, there is clearly a need to develop these principles further in collaboration with researchers, policymakers and practitioners beyond the UK context.
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Key points

- A consensus-building interdisciplinary Delphi exercise involving academic researchers, practitioners and policymakers identified 10 key principles for framing, undertaking and using ethnicity and health research.
- Achieving consensus about the kinds of data that should be gathered was challenging, and reflected differing clinical and non-clinical research and practice imperatives.
- It was acknowledged that particular study design and data collection decisions will be shaped by disciplinary paradigms and practical constraints within which all researchers work.
- A uniting and common concern was that the generation and application of research evidence should not replicate patterns of social exclusion, stereotyping and stigmatization, and should instead contribute to better health-care experiences and health outcomes for ethnic minority populations.
- Decisions about the kind of research to best inform migrant and ethnic health policy and practice might usefully draw on the 10 Leeds Consensus Principles presented here.
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